Goals of this Workshop/meeting

H. Weerts
Argonne National Laboratory
Third SiD meeting in total (LCWS05, ALCPG2005)

First "workshop style" meeting since Snowmass

First SiD Consortium meeting

First meeting east of the rockies (need to expand east & west)

First meeting at Fermilab

First meeting where I do not travel west to attend SiD meeting

Good to have SiD in the Midwest & at Fermilab

Consortium: an agreement, combination, or group (as of companies) formed to undertake an enterprise beyond the resources of any one member

Collaboration: 1: to work jointly with others or together especially in an intellectual endeavor
2: to cooperate with or willingly assist an enemy of one's country and especially an occupying force
3: to cooperate with an agency or instrumentality with which one is not immediately connected

Note: a few years ago the previous speaker line-up would have been ................. Dzero
Goals of this SiD meeting

• Establish a clear picture/outline of what the SiD Detector Outline document will include. To be released to the community by LCWS06 in March 2006. Hear from every group what they intend to cover in the document & what still needs to be done in order to accomplish this. Document should be a coherent and concise description of the SiD concept, ideas and goals.

• Review the status of each subsystem ( today all day)

• Continue work on defining R&D needs & collaboration with R&D efforts. Status of testbeam efforts.

• Writing assignments and deadlines for document

Last, but not least: Enjoy these two days working together on the future of our field, defining @ the ILC